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all ow-nematic equilibria, with bounded growth rates. Solvent viscosity and spatialinhomogeneity alone are not sucient to produce a nite wavelength instability cutoof the high-concentration isotropic and oblate nematic equilibria, whereas a nite-rangeintermolecular potential alone yields a nite cuto. The ow-orientation interactionsfor unstable nematic phases produce a spatial wavevector dependence of the instability,from which we reveal a ow-induced spatially anisotropic (or directional) instability ofthe oblate phase.Keywords: Liquid crystals, ow stability, ill-posedness, non-Newtonian ows.1 IntroductionThe original Doi model [4] for ows of homogeneous liquid crystal polymers, and recentgeneralizations, have been heavily studied and applied for more than a decade. The Doitheory has been used to model many interesting LCP ow phenomena such as tumbling,log-rolling, wagging [12, 14, 17, 3, 18, 16] and reduced capillary instability of LCP laments[7]. Recently, a Doi model has been used in complex ow simulations to reproduce fascinat-ing orientation patterns [6], and to predict surface and centerline velocity reversal in berspinning processes [15]. In other applications, the stability of nematic equilibrium phases inthe presence of an imposed ow eld has been actively pursued [3, 17, 2, 18, 16, 10, 7].Recently, the authors discovered that the original Doi model predicts unusual, indeedpathological, behavior with regard to Rayleigh capillary instability when the nematic LCPobeys two conditions: the equilibrium microstructure is either in the isotropic or the uniaxialoblate nematic phase; and the polymer concentration is suciently high. The unusual resultis that the linearized hydrodynamic-nematodynamic free surface equations admit an innite-dimensional unstable manifold for such equilibrium axisymmetric LCP laments.The quick description of this unphysical behavior is that the original Doi model can beviewed as a coupling of anisotropic microstructural dynamics to the inviscid uid equations.The classical inviscid analysis of Rayleigh shows there is a capillary instability that is one-dimensional, with linearized growthrate that can be exactly calculated in closed form; allother linearized modes are neutrally stable. When viscosity is added to the uid equations,the one-dimensional capillary instability survives, but the neutrally stable dimensions are allstabilized by viscosity. Our analysis of the original Doi equations without solvent viscosity[7] is quite similar to the viscous uid analysis, except that the nematic coupling (in contrastto viscosity) destabilizes the neutrally stable modes for certain nematic phases (the high den-sity isotropic and oblate nematic phases); yet stabilizes the low density isotropic and highdensity prolate nematic phases. The result is that the Doi nematodynamic equations withoutsolvent viscosity imply some free surface ow-nematic equilibria are innite-dimensionallyunstable. This troubling result requires further understanding of the Doi model equations,apart from the complications of the free surface and associated capillary instability. Thatis the motivation for the present paper, in which we explain the source of this pathologicalstability prediction in the original Doi model. We then show that recent physical general-izations of the Doi model, incorporating solvent viscosity or nonlocal diusive eects, arrestthis unphysical behavior. 2
Nonetheless, these results serve as a cautionary tale with regard to any predictions madefrom LCP ow models nearby the original Doi model. We note that the catastrophic behaviorin the analysis to follow and in the capillary instability analysis occurs if and only if theorientation equilibrium phase is unstable within the pure orientation dynamics, independentof ow. The unstable orientation behavior then couples to the uid equations through thepolymer (orientation) stress contribution, and the Doi nematodynamic equations withoutsolvent viscosity or without long-range intermolecular eects cannot control the coupling ofthe orientational instability to the inviscid uid dynamics.2 Mathematical FormulationWe rst review the approximate Doi theory for spatially homogeneous LCPs obtained fromthe quadratic closure approximation following Bhave et al. [2]. The intermolecular in-teraction in the theory is characterized by the Maier-Saupe short-range excluded-volumepotential: VM S(m) =  3NBT2 Q :mm: (1)Here Q is a symmetric, traceless, second-order orientation tensor dened through the secondmoment of the unit vector m in the rodlike (dumbbell) molecular direction, averaged withrespect to a normalized probability density function f(m;x; t) at space location x and timet: Q = hmmi   I3 ;h()i = Rjjmjj=1()f(m;x; t)dm; (2)N is a dimensionless measure of the polymer concentration which also characterizes thestrength of the intermolecular potential, B is the Boltzmann constant and T is absolutetemperature. The governing equations in the approximate theory for ows of LCPs consistof the constitutive equation which couples ow and orientation contributions to the stress,the evolutionary equation for the orientation tensor, together with the conservation of linearmomentum and incompressibility condition.Conservation of linear momentum: ddtv = r   + b; (3)where  is the density of the LCP liquid, v is the velocity eld,  is the total stress tensor, bis the external body force, which will be neglected in this paper since our focus is on simplebehavior near ow equilibrium, and ddt() denotes the material derivative: @@t + v  r.Incompressibility: r  v = 0: (4)3
Constitutive equation for the stress:8><>:  =  pI+ ̂ ;̂ = 2D+ 3nBT [(1  13N)Q N(Q Q) +N(Q : Q)(Q + 13I) + 2(rv : Q)(Q+ 13I)]; (5)where D is the rate of strain tensor, p is the pressure,  is the solvent viscosity, rv is thevelocity gradient, n is the number of LCP molecules per unit volume, and  is the relaxationtime of the LCP molecules associated with rotation of the dumbbell molecules. Note thisconstitutive equation accounts for a viscous stress as well as an LCP contribution [2].Orientation tensor equation8><>: ddtQ  (rv Q+Q  rvT ) = 23D  2(rv : Q)(Q+ 13I) f(1  N3 )Q N(Q Q) +N(Q : Q)(Q+ 13I)g; (6)where 0 <   1 is the anisotropic drag coecient measuring the hydrodynamic drag that aLCP molecule experiences as it moves relative to the solvent ( = 1 indicates the friction isisotropic, whereas  = 0 corresponds to the case where the friction is hyper-anisotropic sothat the molecular motion is conned only to the direction of the molecular axis).In [9], we introduced a biaxial representation for Q:Q = s(n3 
 n3   13I) + (n2 
 n2   13I); (7)where s and  are two independent nematic LCP order parameters, equivalent to the eigen-values of Q, that carry nonlinear average information about the degree of orientation thatthe LCP molecule m makes with the orthonormal eigenvectors (so-called nematic directors)ni, i=1,2,3, of Q, dened by8><>: s = h(n3 m)2i   h(n1 m)2i; = h(n2 m)2i   h(n1 m)2i: (8)The range of values for (s; ) is the closed triangular region in the (s; ) plane with vertices(1; 0); (0; 1) and ( 1; 1).Using this representation, we easily nd several families of constant solutions for thecomplete system of governing equations, exhibiting uniaxial symmetry with respect to anarbitrary uniaxial nematic director n3,v = v0; p = p0;Q = s(n3n3   I3); (9)where v0 is a constant vector, p0 is a scalar constant pressure, s is an extremum of theuniaxial bulk free energy R U(s)ds, given by the zeros ofU(s) = s(1  13N(1  s)(2s+ 1)): (10)When 0 < s  1, the liquid crystal is said to exhibit prolate uniaxial symmetry; when 12  s < 0, one infers oblate uniaxial symmetry; s = 0 corresponds to an isotropic state.4
Both the isotropic phase and the oblate uniaxial phase have recently been described as de-fects, based on the dening property that the major director is not uniquely dened in eitherphase [18]. The variation of the uniaxial order parameter equilibria as functions of the poly-mer concentration and their orientational stability properties absent of ows or in a constantvelocity eld is depicted in Figure 1, which has appeared in numerous papers. (We remarkthat if one arbitrarily restricts to the uniaxial order parameter dynamics, the oblate phase ismischaracterized as stable; indeed, this phase is always 2-dimensionally unstable due purelyto orientational dynamics, independent of ow [7].)Remark:The uniaxial director n3, due to the absence of an inhomogeneous ow direction or anexternal body force, is arbitrary and can be parametrized by two angle parameters  ; :n3 = (sin( ) cos(); sin( ) sin(); cos( )) = e3O2O1; (11)where O1 = 0BBBBBB@ cos() sin() 0  sin() cos() 00 0 1
1CCCCCCA ;O2 = 0BBBBBB@ cos( ) 0 sin( )0 1 0  sin( ) 0 cos( )
1CCCCCCA ;e3 = (0; 0; 1): (12)If we denote O = (O2O1)T , then,Q = s(n3n3   I3) = OQ0OT ; Q0 = s(e3e3   I3): (13)Since n3 can be transformed into e3 through the rotation matrixO, the conclusions obtainedin this study with respect to director e3 apply equally to the case of arbitrary n3. Thus, wewill only present our results for n3 = e3 in the following.The focus of the analysis to follow is the ill-posed, and therefore unphysical, behavior ofthe linearized equations in certain equilibria. For this reason, we simplify the presentationby assuming the density  = 1 and by choosing unity as the characteristic time (t0) andlength (L0) scale. Indeed there is no basic velocity scale to select in the nondimensionalequations to follow, so we simply set the scales to unity. From here on all expressions aregiven in dimensionless form.3 The Doi model without solvent viscosity:  = 03.1 Isotropic phasesFirst we consider the linearized behavior of the original Doi model equations for anisotropic orientation equilibrium. The following normal modes are deduced for the constant-coecient, linearized equations:()(x; y; z; t) = ect i(kx+my+nz) ~(); (14)5
where ()(x; y; z; t) is any one of the perturbed variables v; p;Q, ~() corresponds to the con-stant amplitude, c is the (possibly complex) wave speed, and k = (k;m; n) is the wavevectorof wave numbers in the three coordinate directions, respectively. For simplicity, we letv0 = (0; 0; 0) since the result holds for any constant velocity. The linearized dispersion re-lation consists of all solution branches for the wave speed c as a function of the wavevectork. We nd seven wave speed branches, ve from the orientation tensor degrees of freedomand two from the velocity eld. These seven wave speeds yield a combination of linearizedgrowth rates (if the real part of the wave speeds is positive), decay rates (if the real partof the wave speeds is negative), or neutral rates otherwise. These seven branches can beexplicitly calculated, and are given byc1 = c2 = c3 =  (1  13N);c4 = c5 = 12 [c1 +p];c6 = c7 = 12 [c1  p]; = (c1)2   4(1  13N)(jkj2); (15)where  = 3nBT(L0=t0)2 is a dimensionless measure of the polymeric stress.First we recall from [7] that the Doi orientation equation (6) absent of ow, with v = 0,and in the isotropic equilibrium phase, has ve identical linearized wave speeds: ci =  (1 13N), i = 1; :::; 5. From this result it is apparent that the isotropic phase is either ve-dimensionally stable (N < 3) or unstable (N > 3) in the absence of a ow eld. The abovewave speeds resolve the ow corrections to the orientation rates as well as the ow-dominatedrates and their orientation corrections.The rst three wave speeds, c1;2;3, are identical to the pure orientation rates, reectingthat near ow equilibrium there is no linear coupling to these orientation modes. We notethat the ow is the only source of wavevector-dependent wave speeds. The remaining wavespeeds, c4;5;6;7, capture the linearized hydrodynamic-orientation interaction; c4;5 resolve theow coupling to the orientation rates, while c6;7 limit to the zero linearized rates of the pureinviscid uid equations. Case 1: Low LCP concentration.When N < 3, all wave speeds are negative, and the low-density isotropic equilibriumis stable in the nematic and uid dynamics. Case 2: Transition concentration.When N = 3, the linearized constitutive equation reduces to that for inviscid uids(the Euler equations) so that all modes become neutrally stable. Case 3: High LCP concentration.When N > 3, the three pure orientation wave speeds, c1;2;3, yield constant unsta-ble growth rates. In addition, c4;5 provide two more enhanced, wavevector-dependentgrowth rates, which equal c1 for a zero wavevector perturbation, and then grow propor-tional to jkj. 6
This is referred to as catastrophic, or Hadamard, instability, since the growth ratesare unbounded in the small scale limit as jkj goes to innity, growing linearly with jkj.Such behavior occurs for an elliptic linear equation (e.g., Laplace's equation) whenit is posed as an initial value problem, treating a space-like variable as a time-likevariable. The growth rates c4;5 imply that arbitrarily small lengthscale perturbationsfrom mechanical and orientation equilibrium grow arbitrarily fast, a clearly unphysicalprediction. The remaining two wave speeds, c6;7, are zero for k = 0, and then yielddecay rates proportional to jkj.Thus, the isotropic phase has a ve-dimensional instability for all nonzero wavevectorperturbations of velocity, pressure and the orientation tensor. This unstable dimensionis the same as the pure orientation dynamics, except that the two ow-driven growthrates, c4;5, are unbounded in the small scale limit.We note that this ill-posed behavior resides in the coupling of orientation and hydrodynam-ics; the inviscid Euler equations are Hamiltonian and neutrally stable at ow equilibrium,and the ow-independent Doi model is spatially homogeneous with constant linearized eigen-values, independent of spatial wavevector. Furthermore, previous analyses of the same Doiow/orientation equations with a non-trivial, imposed elongational or shear ow kinematics[17, 18, 16, 14, 3, 7] yield no such catastrophic behavior. In those calculations, there is noallowance for spatially varying ow perturbations which allow the nematic instabilities tocouple to spatial structure.This ill-posedness can also be interpreted in another way. Suppose we posit an \eectivelinearized Doi model for the isotropic phase", consisting of the following LCP constitutiverelation and orientation equation for the isotropic phase:̂ = 3nBT (1  N3 )Q;ddtQ  (rv Q +Q  rvT ) =  (1  N3 )Q + 23D: (16)This eective linearized Doi model retains precisely those terms from the original Doi modelwhich contribute to the linearized dynamics. Thus, this model shares the same constant owequilibria and isotropic orientation steady state, and the exact same linearized dispersionrelations.If we now make the linear change of variables fromQ to  , then the eective linearized Doiequation (16) is precisely identied with the upper-convected Maxwell model for isotropicviscoelastic uids: eff [ ddt ̂   (rv  ̂ + ̂  rvT )] + ̂ = 2effD; (17)where eff = nBT  is an eective polymer viscosity and eff = (1  13N) is an eectivepolymer relaxation time.This correspondence is valuable in understanding why the isotropic orientation phaseexperiences pathological behavior at high LCP concentration. When N < 3, the eectiverelaxation time is positive, and the linearized behavior is identical to the Maxwell uid nearequilibrium; the equations are locally well-posed in the neighborhood of a zero extra-stresstensor [11]. When N > 3, the eective relaxation time, eff , is negative, and therefore the7
linearized model becomes nonphysical with the nearly zero extra stress undergoing ampli-cation instead of relaxation.Commentary.Since this eective model has the same linearized behavior as the original Doi model nearisotropic equilibrium, we conclude the models are unphysical at high concentrations and nearthe isotropic state. We have struggled without success to physically rationalize this behavior,although there may be some physical explanation as to how anisotropic microstructure, in anunstable phase that wants to go nematic, can be driven by the ow interaction to a linearizeddynamics that is violently unstable. Therefore other physical eects, ignored on the basisof being relatively weak, have to be accounted for to arrest the behavior. This behavior hasprecedent in the Rayleigh-Taylor instability, which is linearly ill-posed; thus any numericalor theoretical predictions of the local dynamics during departure from equilibrium requirethe addition of regularizing physical eects, surface tension in the Rayleigh-Taylor case. Weshall return to this point of view in Section 4 after we document the linearized dynamics ofanisotropic/ow steady states.3.2 Anisotropic nematic phasesNow we examine the linearized Doi model in a neighborhood of an anisotropic nematicequilibrium seq, where seq is a root of U(s)s = 0. Recall that nematic phases occur only for highconcentrations, N  83 . Also recall that we have arbitrarily selected the uniaxial nematicdirector axis to be aligned with the z-axis, and that the perturbed wavevector has rectangularcoordinates (k;m; n), so that the z-axis wavenumber n is aligned with the director axis.The linearized dispersion equation yields seven wave speeds. We caution that an explicitordering of the branches of the dispersion relation, that identies the rst ve ci with pureorientation wave speeds and the last two ci with uid wave speeds, is very dicult. Rather,we will list the formulae and then account for all ve orientation and two uid wave speedsin the decoupled limit as k approaches zero.Two wave speeds for anisotropic equilibria are identically zero,c1 = c2 = 0; (18)these zero linearized eigenvalues correspond to the two arbitrary phase symmetries of theuniaxial nematic director n3. Two more wave speeds have a compact expression,c3 =  12 [N seq +p];c4 =  12 [N seq  p]; = (N seq)2 + 43seq(seq   1)(m2 + k2)N: (19)The remaining three wave speeds, c5;6;7, are roots of a cubic equation, for which we givethe asymptotic formulae for both long and short wavelength perturbations since any other8
representation of the roots is unenlightening:Leading order asymptotic formulae for short wavelengths (jkj >> 1)c5    2jkj2s2eqn2(k2 +m2);c6    N6 [(1 + 4seq)(1  seq) + 2seq(2seq + 1)  (1  seq)p];c7    N6 [(1 + 4seq)(1  seq) + 2seq(2seq + 1) + (1  seq)p]; = (4seq + 1)2 + 8(1  seq) + 16s2eq(   2): (20)Leading order asymptotic formulae for long wavelengths (jkj << 1)c5   n2(k2+m2)jkj2 3 [2 + seq   3(1  )s2eq];c6   N seq;c7   U 0(seq): (21)Remarks:(i). The labelling of c5; c6 and c7 in (20) and (21) is arbitrary, as the roots of the cubic arenot uniquely ordered as one goes from one limit to the other.(ii). We now conrm that these wave speed formulas limit to the exact linearized dynamicswhen the orientation and ow are decoupled. Absent of ow, the ve linearized eigenvaluesi; i = 1; :::; 5 of the pure orientation dynamics for a uniaxial, anisotropic, nematic equilib-rium are given in [7]: 1 = 2 = 0;3 = 4 =  N seq;5 =  U 0(seq): (22)Thus, a comparison with the ow/orientation wave speeds in the limit as k goes to zeroyields the correspondence: c1;2 are identied with 1;2; c4;6 are identied with 3;4; and c7 isidentied with 5; nally, c3;5 correspond to the neutral linearized behavior of the invisciduid equations near equilibrium. The formulas given here can now be condently interpretedto represent the coupled linearized dynamics of ow and anisotropic nematic structure. (i) Highly aligned prolate equilibria (seq  14)When seq  14 , there are only neutral wave speeds (c1;2) and decay rates (c3;4;5;6;7):the highly aligned prolate equilibrium is neutrally stable. As noted above, the twozero linearized eigenvalues correspond to the two arbitrary angle degrees of freedomof the nematic director axis{there is no distinguished ow or nematic direction in thisproblem, so the nematic director can lie anywhere on the unit sphere.9
 (ii) Less aligned prolate equilibria (0 < seq  14)When 0 < seq < 14 , which occurs for 83 < N < 3, it is easy to see that U 0(seq) < 0,so that Re(c7) is positive in the long wavelength range. It can then be conrmedthat Re(c7) > 0 and bounded above for all wavevectors k (note that the positivegrowthrate is labeled c6 for jkj >> 1). Therefore, this equilibrium is unstable with aone-dimensional instability; since the unstable growthrate is bounded, the linearizedequations are well-posed. (iii) Oblate equilibria ( 12  seq < 0)When seq < 0, which exists for N > 3, the ow/nematic equilibrium is always unstable,but the dimension of instability and boundedness of the growthrates depend on thewavevector; i.e., the instability of the oblate nematic phase is itself spatially anisotropic,or \directional", by analogy with directional solidication.Observe rst that c6 is positive in the long wavelength limit, and then one can checkthat it remains positive and bounded for all wavevectors. Thus the instability is atleast one-dimensional in all wavevector perturbations, and c6 does not contribute toill-posed behavior.The wave speed c3 is associated with the neutral rate of the inviscid uid equations,and limits to zero for k = 0. Remarkably, c3 = 0 if k = m = 0, i.e., if the perturbationwavevector is either parallel to the z-axis or homogeneous, and c3 < 0 (correspondingto a stable decay rate) if and only if the perturbation wavevector has nonzero projec-tion orthogonal to the nematic director axis (the z-axis), i.e., if and only if km 6= 0.This particular wave speed thus undergoes a directional stability corresponding to themicrostructural inuence on the inviscid neutral linearized dynamics.The wave speed c4 yields linearized instability for all wavevectors, but with dramaticdependence on the wavevector! If k 6= 0 is not parallel to the uniaxial nematic directoraxis (z-axis), i.e., k or m 6= 0, then the growth rate is proportional to pk2 +m2, whichis unbounded in the small wavelength limit. Thus we deduce Hadamard-type catas-trophic instability for perturbation wavevectors non-parallel to n3. If the perturbationwavevector is parallel to the director axis, however, then c4 limits to the constant, pureorientation growthrate 3, (22).We also comment that although polymeric rotary diusion is present in this model, asexhibited through c5, it is not strong enough to suppress the behavior deduced here.Coincidentally, both incidents of Hadamard instability are deduced in equilibria asso-ciated with defects, where nematic isotropy dominates in the directions of unboundedgrowth. These results suggest to us that if one were able somehow to prepare the un-stable isotropic or oblate nematic phases, above critical LCP density, then the isotropicdirections of the nematic in the presence of a weak ow will very rapidly depart fromisotropic phases, presumably toward the neutrally stable prolate equilibrium.
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4 Regularizing eects of solvent viscosity, long-rangeintermolecular potentials, and spatial inhomogeneityWe now investigate how this catastrophic behavior is regularized by accounting for naturalphysical eects that are present in LCP ows, though they may be quite weak: solventviscosity, long-range interactions in excluded-volume potentials, and spatial inhomogeneityin LCP concentration. Each of these eects introduces spatial gradients (of v;Q, and N ,respectively), which have the potential to arrest the ill-posed behavior of the high-densityisotropic and oblate nematic phases in weak ows.4.1 Regularization by solvent viscosityFirst we consider solvent viscosity in the constitutive equation (5), with  6= 0.4.1.1 Isotropic phasesThe seven wave speeds for isotropic equilibria, seq = 0, becomec1 = c2 = c3 =  (1  13N);c4 = c5 =  12 [ 1Re jkj2 + (1  13N) p];c6 = c7 =  12 [ 1Re jkj2 + (1  13N) +p]; = [ 1Re jkj2 + (1  13N)]2   4(1  13N)( Re + jkj2); (23)where Re = L20t0 is the solvent Reynolds number, and the length scale L0 and time scale t0have been set to unity.Once again we note that in the limit k = 0 and 1Re = 0, we reproduce the ve pureorientation and two inviscid linearized rates. The addition of solvent viscosity does not sig-nicantly alter the long wavelength behavior of the unstable growth rates presented in theprevious section, but bounds the growth rates associated to short wavelength perturbations,with no nite wavelength cuto in the unstable wavevectors. At N = 3, the result is New-tonian, i.e., orientation information is lost and decouples from the hydrodynamics, which isexhibited through ve neutral orientation rates and two viscous uid decay rates.4.1.2 Anisotropic phasesThe seven wave speeds for anisotropic equilibria consist of four explicit formulas and three
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which can only be provided in asymptotic short and long wavelength form:c1 = c2 = 0;c3 =  12 [ 1Re jkj2 + N seq +p];c4 =  12 [ 1Re jkj2 + N seq  p]; = [ 1Re jkj2   N seq]2 + 43Nseq(seq   1)(m2 + k2): (24)Remaining wave speeds for short wavelengths (jkj >> 1)c5    1Re jkj2   2s2eq n2(k2+m2)jkj2 ;c6   b+pb2 4ac2a ;c7   b pb2 4ac2a ;a = 1Re jkj4 + 2s2eqn2(k2 +m2);b = 2Nseq3 [ 1Re (jkj2)2(1 + 2seq) + n2(k2 +m2)seq((1 + 4seq)(1  seq) + 2seq(1 + 2seq))];c =  N2s2eq9 [ 3Re(1  4seq)jkj4 + n2(k2 +m2)(1  4seq)((2(1  seq)(3seq + 2) + 6s2eq))]:
(25)
Remaining wave speeds for long wavelengths (jkj << 1)c7    1jkj2 [ 1Re jkj4 + 3 (2 + seq   3(1  )s2eq)n2(k2 +m2)];c5   N ;c6   U 0(seq): (26) (i) Highly aligned prolate equilibria (seq  14)All seven wave speeds yield decay rates: the highly aligned prolate uniaxial nematicphases, parametrized by LCP concentration N > 83 , at ow equilibrium are linearlystable. (ii) Less aligned prolate equilibria (0 < seq  14)When 0 < seq < 14 , or equivalently for 83 < N < 3, c6 is the only positive growth rate,which is bounded for all wavevector perturbations. Therefore, the less-aligned prolateuniaxial phase at ow equilibrium is one-dimensionally unstable in all wavevector per-turbations, and linearly well-posed. This is the same dimension of instability that existsin the ow-independent pure orientation dynamics and in the ow without viscosity;it originates in the uniaxial order parameter dynamics [17]. This calculation showsthe intermediate prolate nematic phase in weak ow does not experience ow-inducedenhancement of the nematic instability.12
 (iii) Oblate equilibria ( 12  seq < 0)For the oblate nematic phases, seq < 0, which exist for N > 3, the wave speed c4is positive in addition to c6, and both are bounded for all wavevector perturbations.Thus, the oblate uniaxial phases in ow equilibrium are two-dimensionally unstablewith well-posed linearized dynamics in the presence of solvent viscosity.We therefore conclude that the inclusion of an arbitrary non-zero solvent viscosity inthe constitutive equation regularizes but does not stabilize unstable nematic orientation/owequilibria; all ow/orientation equilibria that were unstable remain unstable in all wave-lengths, with the single important consequence that solvent viscosity bounds all growthrates of all equilibria. This complete analysis of all ow/nematic equilibria establishes: theDoi ow/orientation model with solvent viscosity is linearly well-posed as an evolutionary(dynamical) system. In this sense, we say that solvent viscosity regularizes the original Doimodel. We emphasize that solvent viscosity does not suppress short wavelength instabilities,rather it only bounds their growth in time. The growth rates and decay rates for the twounstable uniaxial equilibria are depicted in Figure 2 for 1Re = 0:5.4.2 Regularization by nite-range (nonlocal) interaction in the excluded-volumepotentialBesides a solvent viscosity, we now show the nonlocal diusive eect obtained by in-corporating a nite-range eect in the intermolecular potential also regularizes the originalDoi model. We consider the equation for inhomogeneous LCPs given by Bhave [1] with theMarrucci-Greco potential of nite-range interaction [13],Vm c(m) =  3NT2 (Q+ l224Q) :mm; (27)where l measures the nite lengthscale of interaction. The constitutive and orientation tensorequations are modied to account for the new intermolecular potential. To save space, werefer to [1, 2] for details of the equations. Intuitively, we comment that this Laplacianof the orientation tensor is analogous to the Laplacian of the velocity eld in Newtonianviscous uids; we therefore anticipate a much stronger regularizing eect from this nite-range molecular interaction, with a strong quadratic \ jkj2" decay in the linearized near-equilibrium solutions.Note that the generalized governing system admits the same ow/nematic equilibria givenat the end of section 2. We then repeat the linearized analysis.4.2.1 Isotropic equilibria
13
The wave speeds for isotropic equilibria arec1 = c2 = c3 =  (1  N3 );c4 = c5 =  12 [(1  13N) + ( 1Re + Nl272 )jkj2] p);c6 = c7 =  12 [(1  13N) + ( 1Re + Nl272 )jkj2] +p); = [(1  13N) + ( 1Re + Nl272 )jkj2]2   43 [(1  13N)+Nl272 jkj2]jkj2   4Re [(1  13N) + Nl272 jkj2]: (28)As in the previous cases, the rst three wave speeds are purely orientational. They contributethree decay rates, neutral rates and growth rates for N < 3; N = 3 and N > 3, respectively.The other four wave speeds, reecting the hydrodynamic-orientation coupling, all yield decayrates in the range of short wavelengths. For long wavelengths, there are two growth ratesfor N > 3. This scenario persists regardless of the value of the Reynolds number, i.e.,independent of solvent viscosity. Therefore, for these wavevector-dependent modes, the eectof a nonlocal, nite-range intermolecular interaction is to regularize the linearized dynamicsand stabilize all short wavelength perturbations.This regularization is distinguished from the two previous Doi models in that all unstablegrowth rates now have a nite wavelength cuto, analogous to the viscous uid equationsnear ow equilibrium. This property of (28) holds with or without solvent viscosity.4.2.2 Anisotropic equilibriaWe simply note here that for anisotropic equilibria the primary conclusions obtained inthe above isotropic case again hold true: the spatially-dependent linearized growth rates areboth reduced in magnitude and suppressed beyond a nite wavelength cuto. We do notgive the details here; the authors may be contacted for the cumbersome formulae.4.3 Regularization by spatial inhomogeneityWhen spatial diusion is considered in the Doi theory, the linearized dynamics is alsoregularized in a sense to be discussed next. In this generalized theory, the polymer concen-tration at each spatial location and time is variable and dynamically interacts with the othereects. Thus a new equation must be derived for this interaction. We will sketch the resultof incorporating this eect.Let  denote the polymer concentration variable, which is identied with the parameterNfor spatially homogeneous LCPs. The time evolution equation of  is obtained by averagingwithin the framework of the Doi kinetic theory [1]:DDt = Dtrf;ii + (1  )(Mij);ji   32 [((Qmn);i(Mmn));i+(1  )((Qmn);jMijMmn);i] + 85 [(;i);i + (1  )(;jMij);i]g: (29)where Dtr is the spatial diusion coecient,M = Q+ I3 , Q = hmm  I3 , the Einstein notationof tensor summation is used, and ();i denotes the partial derivative with respect to xi in14
Cartesian coordinates (x1; x2; x3). Due to the variable concentration , the Maier-Saupepotential is generalized toVgms =  32BT (mm  I3) : Q + 85BT: (30)The time evolution equation for Q then takes the form ([1]):DDtQkl   (rvk;iQi;l +Qkirvl;i) = Dtr [(Qkl);ii + (1  )(MijQkl);ji 32 [((Qmn);iMmnQkl);i + (1  )((Qmn);jMijMmnQkl);i]+85 [(;iQkl);i + (1  )(;jMijQkl);i]]  Qkl DDt + 23Dkl  [Qkl   2 (QkiMil +MkiQil) + QmnMmnMkl]  2DmnMmnMkl: (31)The extra stress equation becomes [1]:̂ = 2D+ 3aBTQ+ 3a2BT [Q :M(M) (M)Q] + 6aBT(rv : Q)(M); (32)where a = 8L2b5 , L is the length and b is the radius of the rodlike molecule.Remark:The orientation tensor equation for Q is obtained from the second moment ofm throughDQDt = 1 [ DDt(hmm  I3i) QDDt ]; (33)where the zero-trace condition is maintained. In addition to the quadratic closure, \cubic"closure approximation dened below is also used:hmmmmmmi = hmmihmmihmmi: (34)For the modied governing equation of spatially inhomogeneous LCPs, a constant poly-mer concentration along with the equilibria given in section 2 constitute the equilibria forthe modied system. Then, we repeat the linearized analysis on these equilibria.4.3.1 Isotropic equilibriaFor isotropic equilibria the wave speeds can be calculated explicitly. There are now eightwave speeds, with one additional wave speed due to the variable concentration:c1 = c2 =  12 [(1  3 ) + Dr3 (2 + 1)(jkj2) + 1Re jkj2 +p];c3 = c4 =  12 [(1  3 ) + Dr3 (2 + 1)(jkj2) + 1Re jkj2  p]; = [(1  3 ) + Dr3 (2 + 1)(jkj2) + 1Re jkj2]2   4Re jkj2[(1  3 )+Dr3 (2 + 1)(jkj2)]  4h3 (1  3 )jkj2;c5 = c6 = c7 =  (1  3 )  Dr3 (2 + 1)jkj2;c8 =  Dr3 (1 + 2)(1 + 85 )jkj2;
(35)
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where Dr = Dtrt0L20 is the dimensionless diusion coecient and h = 3aBT measuring thestrength of the orientation stress.This newly introduced contribution due to the variable concentration lowers all wavevec-tor rates, Re(ci). The instability represented by c5; c6; c7 in the long wavelength range isstabilized in the short wavelength range by the variable concentration. There are nitewavelength instability cuto associated with these growthrates. However, the instabilityrepresented by c3 and c4, when  > 3, persists in short wavelength range if solvent viscosityis absent, i.e., 1Re = 0, but there is a nite wavelength instability cuto only if solvent vis-cosity is coupled to variable concentration. Therefore, the spatial diusion eect regularizesthe ill-posed Doi model, but does not necessarily stabilize the short wavelength instability.4.3.2 Anisotropic equilibriaThe dispersion equation for the anisotropic equilibria is an eighth-order polynomial inwave speed c. Since it is extremely long, we omit it here. Among the eight wave speeds, oneis always analytically available:c1 =  Dr3 [((2seq + 1) + 1  seq)(k2 +m2) + (2(1  seq) + 2seq + 1)n2]; (36)when  = 1, the second one is identically equal to the rst one:c2 = c1: (37)The others must be calculated numerically. Even though we have their asymptotic formulaein the range of long and short wavelengths, respectively, we will not present them here dueto their length. The results are available from the authors.For the highly aligned prolate equilibrium, all wave speeds give decay rates, among whichthree are nite for the zero wavevector and others vanish. For the less aligned prolateequilibrium in the range 83 < N < 3, there exists only one growth rate for nite wavenumbers and all wave speeds yield decay rates for suciently large wavenumbers. The oblateequilibrium sustains two growth rates for suciently small wave numbers. As wavenumbersincrease, one growth rate becomes a decay rate and one growth rate persists. If solventviscosity is included as well, all growth rates vanish for high enough k, and there is a nitewavenumber cuto of the instability. A representative portrait for the growth/decay rates inthe oblate and less aligned prolate equilibrium is given in Figure 2 and Figure 3, respectively.5 ConclusionWe have solved the linearized Doi nematodynamic models near ow and nematic equilibria,and made explicit comparisons with the pure orientation and pure hydrodynamic linearizeddynamics. From this analysis, we have deduced the consequences of hydrodynamic andorientation interactions, according to Doi-like models, for ows of LCPs in a neighborhoodof ow/nematic equilibria. The key aspect of our analysis is an explicit characterization of themicrostructure-ow coupling, which is analytically possible near these equilibria. The growthand decay rates of the orientation tensor dynamics, either with no ow or in the presence16
of an imposed simple shear or elongational kinematics, are constant independent of spatialwavenumbers. Here we allow the linearized uid velocity and orientation tensor variablesto depend on space coordinates, and then calculate the linearized dispersion relation for thefull system of ow-orientation equations. Several growth and decay rates are wavevector-dependent, the details of which are the essence of this paper.We benchmark the analysis by recognizing that the ow and orientation dynamics de-couples in the zero wavevector limit, and then conrming that all linearized wave speedsreduce to the pure orientation and pure uid linearized rates in the limit of zero wavevector.The hydrodynamic-orientation coupling therefore has the greatest inuence on the linearizeddynamics in the intermediate and short wavelengths. As a general result, we nd the uni-axial isotropic (low density) and nematic prolate (high density) equilibria that are stableabsent of ow (Figure 1), remain stable in the coupled equations near mechanical equilib-rium. Moreover, unstable isotropic (high density), nematic less-aligned prolate (intermediatedensity) and oblate (high density) phases remain unstable; however, the qualitative eect ofthe ow-orientation coupling depends critically on the physics included in the theory.When rotary diusion is the only diusive eect in the theory, the less-aligned prolate equilibrium remains one-dimensionally unstable with a wavevector-dependent but bounded growth rate; the isotropic equilibria for N > 3 are ve-dimensionally, unstable with two growthrates proportional to jkj; and the oblate equilibria are two-dimensionally unstable with one growthrate proportionalto j(k;m; 0)j, the directional wavevector transverse to the director axis (0; 0; 1).Hence, so-called Hadamard or catastrophic instability occurs for the original Doi modelfor equilibria in the unstable nematic phases which have been ascribed to nematic defects [13,18]. By incorporating additional physical eects in the Doi theory, such as solvent viscosity,nite-range interaction in the excluded volume potential, and spatial inhomogeneity, we showthe Hadamard instability is regularized. We note that the regularization eects are mostsignicant in the short lengthscales, which is where the ill-posedness arises in the originalDoi model.Specically, when a solvent viscosity is included in the Doi theory: all linearized growth, decay and neutral rates are reduced; growth rates in the high-density isotropic, less aligned prolate and oblate nematicequilibria persist, but are bounded independent of k so that Hadamard instability issuppressed.When a nite-range intermolecular potential is coupled to the Doi theory, all unstable linearized modes have a nite wavevector unstable cuto, so that all in-stabilities are in long to intermediate wavelength perturbations.Finally, when spatial inhomogeneity is incorporated into the Doi model,17
 all linearized modes are stable to short wavelength perturbations except for the oblateand the high-density isotropic equilibria, which are unstable to all k with a boundedgrowth rate; when solvent viscosity is coupled along with spatial inhomogeneity, the short wave-length perturbations are stabilized for all equilibria.Acknowledgement and DisclaimerE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k kFigure 4: Growth, decay, and neutral rates for the less-aligned prolate equilibrium withN = 2:8, for the theory of LCPs with spatial inhomogeneity. Parameter values are  =0:7; h = 1;  = 1; Dr = 0:1, and k = (k; k; k). (a). Solvent viscosity is absent, ( 1Re = 0). Theonly growth rate has a nite wavelength cuto. (b) Solvent viscosity is included, 1Re = 0:5,with all other parameters as in (a). There is no qualitative change, rather all rates arequantitatively reduced.
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